
Grade 4 SCIENCE Curriculum 2017-2018 
 

Unit 1 Overview 
Energy: Collisions and Conversions 

9  Weeks  
Alma School District’s Science Curriculum is an investigative, problem-solving 
curriculum aligned with Arkansas Department of Education Science Standards and 
delivered through NGSS performance expectations which are developed through 
Engineering Practices, Disciplinary Core Ideas, and Crosscutting Concepts  

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
Focus standards are the big ideas of science and the content emphasis of the unit 
modules. Supporting standards are addressed through instruction and should help 
guide instructional decisions to meet focus standards. Once introduced, both focus 
standards and supporting standards should be used and applied throughout the year. 
Grade 4 Science Year At A Glance 

Science and Engineering Practices 
Science and Engineering Practices will be explicitly taught at the beginning of each 
school year and should then be embedded in classroom instruction, discussions and 
activities.  They describe the kind of scientific teaching and learning to be fostered in 
the classroom. Not every Science and Engineering Practice (SEP) will be present in 
every lesson, but every lesson will involve some of the SEPs. And all 8 SEPs will be 
routinely expected throughout.  

Crosscutting Concepts 
Students are expected to demonstrate grade-appropriate understanding of the 
Crosscutting Concepts: Patterns, Cause and Effect, Scale, Proportion, and Quantity, 
Energy and Matter, Systems and Systems Models, Structure and Function, Stability 
and Change, and the influence of Engineering, Technology, and Science on society 
and the natural world as organizing concepts for the disciplinary core ideas. 

STANDARDS  PRACTICES 

Investigation 1 - Energy and Collisions 

4-PS3-1  
Use evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object to the 
energy of that object. 
4-PS3-3  
Ask questions and predict outcomes about the changes in energy that occur 
when objects collide. 

SEP 1: Ask 
questions (science) 
and define 
problems 
(engineering) 
SEP 2: Develop 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nwe93cz8QY_b3KO0L7Q015x10Zni2ysO
https://www.nextgenscience.org/overview-dci
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n_OHm0OZSn-WXSWyIjuSg1kF5IcZpy46
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nwe93cz8QY_b3KO0L7Q015x10Zni2ysO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XERGT-dEefin0YemPjE-X-c2KiBTSP9m


4-ETS1-1  
Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost. 
4-ETS1-2  
Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.  
4-ETS1-3  
Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points 
are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved. 

and use models 
SEP 3: Plan and 
carry out 
investigations 
SEP 4: Analyze 
and interpret data 
SEP 5: Use 
mathematics and 
computational 
thinking 
SEP 6: Construct 
explanations 
(science) and 
design solutions 
(engineering) 
SEP 7: Engage in 
argument from 
evidence 
SEP 8: Obtain, 
evaluate, and 
communicate 
information 
 

Investigation 2 - Energy Conversions 

4-PS3-2 
Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from 
place to place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents.  
4-PS3-4 
Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts energy 
from one form to another.  
4-ESS3-1  Obtain and combine information to describe that energy and fuels are 
derived from natural resources and their uses affect the environment.  
4-ETS1-1 
Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost. 
4-ETS1-2 
Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. 
4-ETS1-3  
Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points 
are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved. 
 

SEP 1: Ask 
questions (science) 
and define 
problems 
(engineering) 
SEP 2: Develop 
and use models 
SEP 3: Plan and 
carry out 
investigations 
SEP 4: Analyze 
and interpret data 
SEP 5: Use 
mathematics and 
computational 
thinking 
SEP 6: Construct 
explanations 
(science) and 
design solutions 
(engineering) 
SEP 7: Engage in 
argument from 
evidence 
SEP 8: Obtain, 



evaluate, and 
communicate 
information 

Investigation 2 - Energy of Waves 

4-PS4-1  
Develop a model of waves to describe patterns in terms of amplitude and 
wavelength and that waves can cause objects to move.   
Generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer 
information.  

SEP 1: Ask 
questions (science) 
and define 
problems 
(engineering) 
SEP 2: Develop 
and use models 
SEP 3: Plan and 
carry out 
investigations 
SEP 4: Analyze 
and interpret data 
SEP 5: Use 
mathematics and 
computational 
thinking 
SEP 6: Construct 
explanations 
(science) and 
design solutions 
(engineering) 
SEP 7: Engage in 
argument from 
evidence 
SEP 8: Obtain, 
evaluate, and 
communicate 
information 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
Investigation 1 

● How are potential and kinetic energy related? 
● What happens to energy during a collision? 

Investigation 2 
● How are energy conversion and transfer related? 
● How can humans use energy conversion and transfer to meet needs and 

wants? 
● How is usable energy converted from resources in your area? 
● What are some energy conversions that take place to create usable energy in 

a community? 

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
● Apply a step by step design process to solve a problem. 
● Engineers share their work with and get feedback from others at many points 



throughout the design process. 
● Energy is the ability to do work. 
● Potential energy can be stored in many ways and is released as kinetic energy. 
● Evaluate a problem in a novel situation. 
● Identify energy conversion in everyday situations and list ways in which energy can be 

transferred 

KNOWLEDGE/CONCEPTS 
Students will know… 

● Engineers have a step by step 
approach of looking at and 
solving a problem called the 
design process. 

● Engineers and designers 
create new products and 
technology to meet a need or 
want that meets specific 
criteria for success, including 
constraints on materials, time, 
and cost. 

● Engineers generate and 
compare multiple possible 
solutions to a problem based 
on how well each is likely to 
meet the criteria and 
constraints of the problem. 

● Engineers propose a solution 
to a design problem to 
develop after evaluating 
multiple possible designs. 

● Prototypes can be evaluated 
and improved upon by a 
series of fair and controlled 
tests to identify a product’s 
strengths and limitations. 

● Engineers write down 
everything they do to 
document their work, organize 
their thoughts, and show their 
steps in an engineering 
notebook. 

● Engineers share their work 
with and get feedback from 
others at many points 
throughout the design 
process. 

SKILLS 
Students will be able to… 

● Follow a step by step 
approach to solving a 
problem. 

● Identify specific 
constraints such as 
materials, time, or cost 
that engineers and 
designers must take into 
account given a specific 
design problem. 

● Brainstorm and evaluate 
existing solutions to a 
design problem. 

● Generate multiple 
solutions to a design 
problem, taking into 
account criteria and 
constraints. 

● Use a decision matrix to 
compare multiple 
possible solutions to a 
design problem and 
select one to develop, 
taking into account how 
well each solution meets 
the criteria and 
constraints of the 
problem. 

● Plan fair tests in which 
variables are controlled to 
identify a product’s 
strengths and limitations. 

● Perform fair tests in which 
variables are controlled to 
identify a product’s 
strengths and limitations. 

● Organize and maintain an 

DOK 



● Energy is the ability to do 
work. 

● Engineers design 
mechanisms to change 
energy by transferring 
direction, speed, type of 
movement, and force. 

● Potential energy can be 
stored in many ways and is 
released as kinetic energy. 

● The faster a given object is 
moving, the more energy it 
possesses. 

● Contact forces transfer energy 
during a collision, resulting in 
a change in the object’s 
motion. 

● Explain what happens at each 
step of the design process. 

● State questions engineers 
may ask when gathering 
information about a situation 
people want to change. 

● Identify the differences 
between invention and 
innovation. 

● List ways in which energy can 
be transferred. 

● Energy has the ability to 
cause motion or create 
change. 

● Two types of energy exist: 
potential (stored energy) and 
kinetic (energy in motion). 

● Six main forms of energy 
include light, thermal, 
electrical, mechanical, 
chemical, and nuclear. 

● Energy can be converted from 
one form to another to meet a 
human need or want. 

● Energy can be transferred 
from place to place by sound, 
light, heat, and electric 
current. 

engineering notebook to 
document work. 

● Share findings and 
conclusions with an 
audience. 

● Classify energy in a 
system as potential or 
kinetic energy. 

● Explain, citing evidence, 
the relationship between 
the speed of an object 
and the energy of that 
object. 

● Predict the transfer of 
energy as a result of a 
collision between two 
objects. 

● Solve a simple design 
problem involving the 
transfer of energy and 
collisions between two 
objects. 

● Differentiate between 
potential and kinetic 
energy. 

● Explain how energy can 
be converted to meet a 
human need or want. 

● Compare and contrast 
the transfer and 
conversion of energy. 

● Apply scientific ideas 
about the conversion of 
energy to solve a simple 
design problem. 

● Design a system that is 
able to store energy and 
then convert the energy 
to a usable form as it is 
released. 

SUPPORTING STANDARDS 



ELA 
 
RI.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when 
drawing inferences from the text. 
RI.4.3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, 
including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text. 
RI.4.9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the 
subject knowledgeably. 
RI.4.10 By the end of year, read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies, 
science, and technical texts, in the grades 4-5 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as 
needed at the high end of the range. 
W.4.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 
W.4.7 Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of different aspects 
of a topic. 
W.4.8 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital 
sources; take notes and categorize information, and provide a list of sources. 
W.4.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 
SL.4.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing 
their own clearly. 
SL.4.3 Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support particular points 
 
Math 
4.OA.A.3 Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having whole-number 
answers using the four operations, including problems in which remainders must be interpreted. 
Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the 
reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies including rounding. 
MP.4 Model with mathematics. 
MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 

NGSS, The 5Es of Science Instruction 
5E Model for Teaching Inquiry Science 

Key Components of the 5E Model 
(CER) Claims + Evidence + Reasoning = Explanation 

Airedale CER 
CER Graphic Organizer 

STAGE 2 - ASSESSMENTS 
In addition to the following required diagnostic assessments, each investigation will 
contain numerous informal formative assessments to be used to differentiate and 
reteach identified concepts. 

Assessment Protocol 
Reflective Assessment Practice 

ASSESSMENT 1  
(@ 1-2 weeks) 

ASSESSMENT 2 
(@ 3-4 weeks) 

http://nextgenerationscience.weebly.com/5-es-of-science-instruction.html
http://www.bioedonline.org/videos/supplemental-videos/5e-model-for-teaching-inquiry-science/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10ckbmg0nuDlVrmz88Yfa56w6RMd_Z_Fx9cOkb2ZI5jI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wx2ejqaJQi7Ucsad-fxgCXF1rtDQFN2YK37bIb190W0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iGG02uDdK4Ojb_EWRTkoKohEhfG9JW3YoXkwcpj-eZY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ecB5er4V0Da-RBhbKnQZ8zI7o-Wy9Tq9


ASSESSMENT 3 
(@ 5-6 weeks) 

STAGE 3 - LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

Lessons in stage 3 are organized into 2 major Investigations that connect the content 
to the standards of science and engineering practice. Each Investigation contains 4-7 
sessions designed to provide students opportunities to work on carefully designed 
tasks that vary in difficulty, context, and types. The tasks included in the sessions are 
Activities, Problems, Project, and Assessment (informal formative assessment), and 
Session Follow-Up (reflection and/or review).  These components of the sessions 
within each Investigation reveal students’ content knowledge and elicit evidence of 
scientific and engineering behaviors. These tasks provide an important opportunity to 
connect content and practices. 

Each Unit (Investigation) is designed to be taught:  
● using collaborative strategies such as Kagan 
● using technology including an iPad shared by a group of 2-4 students AND a 

Learning Management System such as Google Classroom through which 
teachers to share digits materials/assignments with students 

● using a lab notebook (launch log) and 5Es and/or CER to assist students in 
collaborating, analyzing and reflecting on their work 

Investigation 1:  
Vocabulary 

Collision              Constraint              Criteria Design 
Process              Elastic Collisions    Energy Engineer 
Engineering        Force                      Inclined Plane 
Inelastic Collisions                             Kinetic Energy 
Lever                   Potential Energy     Prototype 
Pulley                  Simple Machine      Speed  
Work  

Investigation 1: Energy of Collisions (21 days) 

Learning Goal Lesson/Task  Resources/ 
Materials 

Introduction (1 day)  Introduce materials: 

iPads and launch logs 
will be used throughout 
lessons of the unit 
All materials in the PDFs are also 
available to students when 
teachers set up their digital 
classrooms (expected) 

-Energy Collisions: 
Student (PDF) 
-Energy Collisions: 
Teacher (PDF) 
-Launch Logs (1 
per student) 
-iPad (1 per group) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BRZDaB5XLMyUx1BNjQsAIM2MMyD8GoKA7XI5-CVRiko
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ythXHK0xRhz1IGLudboz40pnsggua9F4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ythXHK0xRhz1IGLudboz40pnsggua9F4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yL_Xhy5_I5HEabC4hEaZmY10jd9ScEl4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DnB6DNvb2CJdLkFkYkNFefbELTF1PN9_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DnB6DNvb2CJdLkFkYkNFefbELTF1PN9_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XqVT13mB96XtUkGcRZyPcfrbcgmiKRmW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XqVT13mB96XtUkGcRZyPcfrbcgmiKRmW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BRZDaB5XLMyUx1BNjQsAIM2MMyD8GoKA7XI5-CVRiko


Part 1: (3-4 days) 
Students will  

● State questions that 
engineers may ask when 
gathering information about a 
situation people want to 
change. 

● List ways in which energy can 
be transferred. 

Part 1: Activity 1 - Energy 
 

4.1 Introduction Story 
 
Student version: 4.1 Introductory 
Story 
 
Breaking the egg DEMO 
 
View Inventor Publisher File 
 
View Fusion 360 Assembly 
Instructions 
 
Fusion 360 Vehicle link 

 

Conclusion Questions 

Kagan Structure - 
Shoulder Partners 
Management Mat 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Inventor Publisher 

Part 2: (2-3 days)  
Students will  

● List ways in which energy can 
be transferred. 

● Classify energy in a system as 
potential or kinetic energy. 

Part 2: Activity 2 - Potential and 
Kinetic Energy 
 
Potential and Kinetic Energy 
Student version 
 
Angry Birds 
 
SkateBoard Simulation (phet) 
 
Conclusion Questions 

iPad Apps: 
-Lensoo Create 
-Angry Birds™ HD 
Free (iPad ® and 
Android™) 
 

Part 3: (2-3 days) 
Students will 

● Classify energy in a system as 
potential or kinetic energy. 

● Explain, citing evidence, the 
relationship between the 
speed of an object and the 
energy of that object. 

Part 3: Activity 3 - Speed and 
Energy 
 
Speed and Energy Student 
version 
 
Build Pendulum 
 
Pendulum in Fusion 360 

 

Vex IQ Equipment List - 
Pendulum 
 
Build Vehicle 
 

Kit Contents: 
-Sheets of poster 
board (1 per group) 
-VEX®  IQ 
Construction Kit (1 
per group) 
-Rulers (1 per group) 
-Masking tape 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Autodesk® 
Inventor® Publisher 
or internet browser 
for Fusion 360 links 
-Slow motion video 
analysis such as 
SloPro 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pBpX3OH9s3flNa6QRCNYHffybLz1b5mw
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/4c012c6920c2486580c7fdab354bfa0a
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/4c012c6920c2486580c7fdab354bfa0a
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rjRlXP2dqOq40CX55NJqaAV6gclZe-rz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N3iHcMLiyNx6d-KUne80MNrO6jvNhUAyLoEXhBbDRaU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N3iHcMLiyNx6d-KUne80MNrO6jvNhUAyLoEXhBbDRaU
http://a360.co/2zwgesg
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1ANz7sDqZWdlci4L6Nfxjh_T-OA1LWMrY/view?usp=sharing
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/ea501f09bd044fcaa0f97b4e7d9db758
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/ea501f09bd044fcaa0f97b4e7d9db758
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/ea501f09bd044fcaa0f97b4e7d9db758
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/263c80b14adc4bf6af1f1e007b07dcd2
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/263c80b14adc4bf6af1f1e007b07dcd2
http://a360.co/2zqBRfK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wd5giOKfd3LqPg9m9Bp6pYCE3L3lrMnuVNlG4AnVz3E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wd5giOKfd3LqPg9m9Bp6pYCE3L3lrMnuVNlG4AnVz3E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a4BoZ3wBGDBtKGOnzEkG0OznEVLGOW-2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a4BoZ3wBGDBtKGOnzEkG0OznEVLGOW-2


Fusion 360 Vehicle 
 
Vex IQ Equipment List - Vehicle 
 
Conclusion Questions 

Part 4: (3-4 days) 
Students will 

● Explain, citing evidence, the 
relationship between the 
speed of an object and the 
energy of that object. 

● Predict the transfer of energy 
as a result of a collision 
between two objects. 

 

Part 4: Project  - Energy Transfer in 
Collisions 
 
Energy Transfer in Collisions 
Student version 
 
Energy Transfer Collision Charts 
 
Vex IQ Equipment List - Vehicle 
Weighted 
 
Potential and Kinetic Energy 
Simulation 
 
Conclusion Questions 

Kit Contents: 
-Sheets of poster 
board (2 per group) 
-Pipe Insulation, ½ 
inch x 6 feet (2 per 
group, optional) 
 
Additional Materials: 
-VEX®  IQ 
Construction Kit (1 
per group) 
-Masking tape 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Autodesk® 
Inventor® Publisher 
or internet browser 
for Fusion 360 links 
-Slow motion video 
analysis such as 
SloPro 

Assessment  Energy Transfer Collisions (key)  

Part 5: (5-6 days) 
Students will 

● Explain what happens at each 
step of the design process. 

● State questions that 
engineers may ask when 
gathering information about a 
situation people want to 
change. 

● Follow a step by step 
approach to solving a 
problem. 

● Identify specific constraints 
such as materials, time, or 
cost that engineers and 
designers must take into 
account given a specific 
design problem. 

Part 5: Problem - Vehicle Restraint 
Design 
 
Vehicle Restraint Design Student 
version 
 
Decision Matrix 
 
Conclusion Questions 

Kit Contents: 
-Ramp (1 per class) 
-Eggs, plastic for 
design (1 per 
group) 
-Other materials as 
available such as 
rubber bands, 
cushion wrap, 
plastic wrap, pipe 
cleaners, tape, foil, 
and cotton balls 
(optional) 
 
Additional Materials: 
-VEX®  IQ 
Construction Kit (1 
per group) 
-Eggs, real for 
testing (1 per team 
plus extras if 
needed) 

http://a360.co/2zwgesg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12UZq6Ux7ub0w4Xj6TK9RUGe0Nnr8adWXFakuHhewUWM
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/4bb340ab7c6248bfacd388923bf639fc
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/4bb340ab7c6248bfacd388923bf639fc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C6VAg8IagI1ojqun-V4r7PzVdb_IZ_u8Fi6t3ccwulU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e_eVozT4o4wwQg09v4AJsmURvE42eSgBbBBq6AqNQt4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e_eVozT4o4wwQg09v4AJsmURvE42eSgBbBBq6AqNQt4
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/energy-skate-park
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/energy-skate-park
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a4BoZ3wBGDBtKGOnzEkG0OznEVLGOW-2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a4BoZ3wBGDBtKGOnzEkG0OznEVLGOW-2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10Cr0AEyn4wg9D26DcuAONZ123LSQNLWAPrPW2Zp9FK4
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/bb590d669acf4f83b7d3f55ddfb88272
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/c3543f8d4c684915848623184b449d65/p/bb590d669acf4f83b7d3f55ddfb88272
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aAOIIfWmvc-f_TRLmtHFd6t7cOf8QB2J4woXar118TA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a4BoZ3wBGDBtKGOnzEkG0OznEVLGOW-2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a4BoZ3wBGDBtKGOnzEkG0OznEVLGOW-2


● Brainstorm and evaluate 
existing solutions to a design 
problem. 

● Generate multiple solutions 
to a design problem while 
taking into account criteria 
and constraints. 

● Use a decision matrix to 
compare multiple possible 
solutions to a design problem 
and select one to develop, 
taking into account how well 
each solution meets the 
criteria and constraints of the 
problem. 

● Plan fair tests in which 
variables are controlled to 
identify a product’s strengths 
and limitations. 

● Perform fair tests in which 
variables are controlled to 
identify a product’s strengths 
and limitations. 

● Organize and maintain an 
engineering notebook to 
document work. 

● Share findings and 
conclusions with an audience. 

● Classify energy in a system as 
potential or kinetic energy. 

● Explain, citing evidence, the 
relationship between the 
speed of an object and the 
energy of that object. 

● Predict the transfer of energy 
as a result of a collision 
between two objects. 

● Solve a simple design problem 
involving the transfer of 
energy and collisions between 
two objects 

 
iPad Apps: 
-Lensoo Create 
-Mindomo 

Assessment (1 day)  Check for Understanding 
Check for Understanding (key) 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dRG0ooq0endN-bnXJaxMr7pNfzb5ZYtfQCkafI2UHA8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Mt4FMBM8syDvIQvk4BEE8Tq_tV15sfcC18IfObs4VGg


Investigation 2: Energy Conversion ( days) 

Introduction (1 day)  Introduce materials: 

iPads and launch logs 
will be used throughout 
lessons of the unit 
All materials in the PDFs are also 
available to students when 
teachers set up their digital 
classrooms (expected) 

-Energy 
Conversions: 
Student (PDF) 
-Energy 
Conversions: 
Teacher (PDF) 
-Launch Logs (1 
per student) 
-iPad (1 per group) 

Investigation 2:  
Vocabulary 

Chemical Energy            Collision               Constraint 
Criteria                            Design Process 
Electrical Energy             Energy 
Energy Transfer              Engineer            Engineering 
Force                              Generator 
Inclined Plane                 Kinetic Energy             Lever 
Light                                Light-Emitting Diode (LED) 
Nonrenewable Energy                                     Sources 
Nuclear Energy               Potential Energy    Prototype 
Pulley                              Renewable Energy 
Simple Machine              Thermal Energy            Work  

Session 2.1: (3-4 days) 
Students will 

● Explain what happens at each 
step of the design process. 

● State questions that 
engineers may ask when 
gathering information about a 
situation people want to 
change. 

● Identify the differences 
between invention and 
innovation. 

● List examples in which energy 
is converted between 
potential and kinetic energy. 

 
 

Part 1: Activity 1 -  What is Energy 
Conversion? 
 
What is Energy Conversion 
Teacher version 
 
What is Energy Conversion 
Student version 
 
4.2 Introduction Story 
 
Vex IQ Equipment List - Bike 
 
View Inventor Publisher File 
 
View Fusion 360 Assembly 
Instructions 
 
Energy Review presentation 
 
KinetiCan preparation 
instructions 

Kit Contents: 
-16D nail (1 per  
class) 
-Rubber bands #32 
(1 per student) 
-5/16 – 18 x ¾” 
Machine bolts (1 
per student) 
-5/16 – 18 Nuts (3 
per student) 
-Large paper clips 
(10) 
-Small paper clips 
(1 per student) 
 
Additional Materials: 
-VEX® IQ 
Construction Kit or 
Robot Design Kit (I 
per group) 
-Aluminum 12 oz. 
drink can (1 per 
student) 
-Cellophane tape (1 
roll) 
-Hammer (1 per 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ntqAOYdZPXXPJvYguTrjjUE8nc0o1CP0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ntqAOYdZPXXPJvYguTrjjUE8nc0o1CP0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ntqAOYdZPXXPJvYguTrjjUE8nc0o1CP0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lrXPCyQtpG_qia0QakKHQmzWf292I3pz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lrXPCyQtpG_qia0QakKHQmzWf292I3pz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lrXPCyQtpG_qia0QakKHQmzWf292I3pz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BRZDaB5XLMyUx1BNjQsAIM2MMyD8GoKA7XI5-CVRiko
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/025f627f0c284aa6a95680e84d490fee
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/025f627f0c284aa6a95680e84d490fee
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/a63f2b98435c44ca842c97c7e9a51397
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/a63f2b98435c44ca842c97c7e9a51397
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mlh1iBRwrM-uPfXxffwlkk9ednsDV3iI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ENEw9xjtafwv6pwXds_puhf22FoMoGgsYQtLe3Nebsg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rjRlXP2dqOq40CX55NJqaAV6gclZe-rz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N3iHcMLiyNx6d-KUne80MNrO6jvNhUAyLoEXhBbDRaU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N3iHcMLiyNx6d-KUne80MNrO6jvNhUAyLoEXhBbDRaU
https://lms-content.pltw.org/curriculum/Launch/Captivates/4_2_1_PotentialKineticReview/index.html
https://lms-content.pltw.org/curriculum/Launch/Captivates/EC2_1_KinetiCan/index.html
https://lms-content.pltw.org/curriculum/Launch/Captivates/EC2_1_KinetiCan/index.html


 
Conclusion Questions 

class) 
-Needle nose pliers 
(1 per class) 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Mindomo 
-Autodesk® 
-Inventor® 
-Publisher app or 
internet browser for 
Fusion 360 links 

Session 2.2: (3-4 days) 
Students will 

● Describe six main forms of 
energy, including light, 
thermal, electrical, 
mechanical, chemical, and 
nuclear. 

● List ways in which energy may 
be converted from one form 
to another. 

● Knowledge or Skill Share 
findings and conclusions with 
an audience. 

● Differentiate between 
potential and kinetic energy. 

● Explain how energy can be 
converted to meet a human 
need or want. 

 

Part 2: Activity 2 -  Energy 
Conversion in Action 
 
Energy and Conversion in Action 
Teacher version 
 
Energy and Conversion in Action 
Student version 
 
Generator Fusion 360 link 
 
presentation Energy 
 
Conclusion Questions 

Kagan Structure - 
Face Partners 
Management Mat 
 
Kit Contents: 
-Motors (2 per 
class) 
-Light Emitting 
Diodes, LED (2 per 
class) 
-Jumper leads (4 
per class) 
-8 Inch solid core 
wires (2 per class) 
-4 Inch solid core 
wires (2 per class) 
-Hand warmers (6 
per class) 
-Glow sticks (1 per 
student) 
 
Additional Materials: 
-Parts from VEX® 
IQ Construction or 
Robot Design Kit to 
build a generator (2 
per class) 
 
iPad Apps: 
Autodesk® 
Inventor® Publisher 
or internet browser 
for Fusion 360 links 

Session 2.3: (2-3 days) 
Students will 

● List ways in which energy may 
be converted from one form 
to another. 

● Describe how sound, light, 

Part 3: Activity 3 -  Light Up Your 
World 
 

Light Up Your World Teacher 
version 
 

Kit Contents: 
-3V Batteries (1 per 
student pair) 
-Light Emitting 
Diodes, LED (1 per 
student pair) 
-Flashlights (1 per 

https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/4c5e29bf6e8f465fb967890ad758febd
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/4c5e29bf6e8f465fb967890ad758febd
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/dc54a2eb60f9466e810c50d476acc2f9
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/dc54a2eb60f9466e810c50d476acc2f9
http://a360.co/2zwexgR
https://lms-content.pltw.org/curriculum/Launch/Captivates/4_2_2a_EnergyConversionInAction/index.html
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1ANz7sDqZWdlci4L6Nfxjh_T-OA1LWMrY/view?usp=sharing
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/64cba95890c3459dbc47560b58a27d68
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/64cba95890c3459dbc47560b58a27d68


heat, and electric current can 
transfer energy. 

● Explain how energy can be 
converted to meet a human 
need or want. 

● Compare and contrast the 
transfer and conversion of 
energy. 

Light Up Your World Student 
version 
 
Conclusion Questions 
 

student pair) 
 
Additional Materials: 
-The Boy Who 
Harnessed the 
Wind: Picture Book 
Edition by William 
Kamkwamba 
(eBook) 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Kindle 
-Mindomo 
-Lensoo Create 
 
-Internet Browser 

Session 2.4: (2-3 days) 
Students will 

● Explain what happens at each 
step of the design process. 

● State questions that 
engineers may ask when 
gathering information about a 
situation people want to 
change. 

● Identify the differences 
between invention and 
innovation. 

● List examples in which energy 
is converted between 
potential and kinetic energy. 

● Differentiate between 
potential and kinetic energy. 

● Explain how energy can be 
converted to meet a human 
need or want. 

● Apply scientific ideas about 
the conversion of energy to 
solve a simple design 
problem. 

Part 4: Project - Harnessing Energy 
 
Harnessing Energy Teacher 
version 
 

Harnessing Energy Student 
version 
 

Bike Pulley in Fusion 360 
 

Conclusion Questions 

Kagan face partners 
or shoulder partners 
 
Kit Contents: 
-String (48 inches 
per group) 
 
Additional Materials: 
-VEX® IQ 
Construction Kit or 
Robot Design Kit (1 
per group) 
-VEX IQ Bicycle 
built in Activity 1 (1 
per group) 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Autodesk® 
Inventor® Publisher 
or internet browser 
for Fusion 360 links 
-Mindomo 
-Lensoo Create 

Session 2.5: (5-6 days) 
Students will 

● Explain what happens at each 
step of the design process. 

● State questions that 

Part 5: Problem - Food Pantry 
Design 
Food Pantry Design Teacher 
version 
 

 
Kit Contents: 
- 
 
Additional Materials: 
-VEX® IQ 
Construction Kit or 

https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/c373f7b062144038b5ba5f29adabcf2b
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/c373f7b062144038b5ba5f29adabcf2b
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/89af9c5c90f54ad587c17b46768c5873
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/7dd62acad9874df196c210e17400dba0/p/89af9c5c90f54ad587c17b46768c5873
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/7ab114abaa7c4b608713054a8520af3f
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/7ab114abaa7c4b608713054a8520af3f
http://a360.co/2iL2OAt
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/d8184eaacde343af8a236a79d884946a
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/d8184eaacde343af8a236a79d884946a


engineers may ask when 
gathering information about a 
situation people want to 
change. 

● Identify the differences 
between invention and 
innovation. 

● List examples in which energy 
is converted between 
potential and kinetic energy. 

● Describe six main forms of 
energy, including light, 
thermal, electrical, 
mechanical, chemical, and 
nuclear. 

● List ways in which energy may 
be converted from one form 
to another. 

● Describe how sound, light, 
heat, and electric current can 
transfer energy. 

● Follow a step by step 
approach to solving a 
problem. 

● Identify specific constraints 
such as materials, time, or 
cost that engineers and 
designers must take into 
account given a specific 
design problem. 

● Brainstorm and evaluate 

existing solutions to a design 
problem. 

● Generate multiple solutions 
to a design problem while 
taking into account criteria 
and constraints. 

● Use a decision matrix to 
compare multiple possible 
solutions to a design problem 
and select one to develop, 
taking into account how well 
each solution meets the 
criteria and constraints of the 

Food Pantry Design Student 
version 
 
Decision Matrix 
 
Use a Decision Matrix to choose 
one design 
 
Conclusion Questions 
 

 

Robot Design Kit 
-Other materials as 
available 
 
iPad Apps: 
-Mindomo 
-Lensoo Create 

https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/7ab114abaa7c4b608713054a8520af3f
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/7ab114abaa7c4b608713054a8520af3f
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KYpTWB-SwEHZOOsUx-5IT95ZcwfVK72JJaqQmKgAPlQ
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/857ee1839edf4c6eb1331589761c8b29/p/12e21b16087d496c8941e53c732aa321


problem. 

● Plan fair tests in which 
variables are controlled to 
identify a product’s strengths 
and limitations. 

● Perform fair tests in which 
variables are controlled to 
identify a product’s strengths 
and limitations. 

● Organize and maintain an 
engineering notebook to 
document work. 

● Share findings and 
conclusions with an audience. 

● Differentiate between 
potential and kinetic energy. 

● Explain how energy can be 
converted to meet a human 
need or want. 

● Compare and contrast the 
transfer and conversion of 
energy. 

● Apply scientific ideas about 
the conversion of energy to 
solve a simple design 
problem. 

● Design a system that is able to 
store energy and then convert 
the energy to a usable form as 
it is released. 

Assessment (1 day)  Check for Understanding 
Check for Understanding (key) 

 

Investigation 3: Energy of Waves ( days) 

    

    

    

    

    

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1O0Z6vwGQ6-gUffGH0pvVrzt8bqrKk48KwTbtsZ6BcR4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xB1mOlFvD7aKVhf8NYNo59FZC-SX2NyWoW7ofK_xVzw


    

    

Reminder:  
  


